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Abstract 

 

This paper provides a socio-cognitive and philosophical account of 'Imitation' with the following arguments:  

 

(1). Imitation is an innate socio-cognitive process deeply linked with the sensorimotor system and a cross-modal 

representation system. In other words, imitation research involves significant arguments that acknowledge the 

strong coupling of perception and action while providing new perspectives that further this dialogue. 

 

(2). Given (1), and the fact the imitation involves the translation of sensory input to suitable motor commands, I shall 

argue that imitation raises some fundamental issues around the term 'representation' and brings at crossroads 

established propositions in objectivism, phenomenology, cognitivism and embodied cognition. These issues are made 

more relevant due to something called as 'deferred imitation' where an internal representation of some sort must 

exist (an idea that has been largely criticized by the anti-cognitivist movement) to reproduce the movement in the 

case of an absent model. Also the very formulation of the 'correspondence problem' in imitation begs an elementary 

definition of representation for it to have a viable solution. 

 

(3). Also to further imitation as more than just a trivial act of copying the other, I shall formulate arguments 

accompanied with scientific evidence on the indispensable role of imitation in learning, communication, social 

behavior and other aspects of human development, one that finds recent applications to the design of embodied 

systems such as agent based robotics designed on such paradigms as 'active imitation' and 'learning by 

observation'. 

 

(4). I shall also argue over the course of this paper that (3) is supported substantially by not just interdisciplinary 

scientific findings (the most notable being the discovery of mirror neurons), but its scientific literature dates back to 

the earliest works of Jean Piaget and Albert Bandura. 

 

(5). I shall finally argue the significant role of imitation to probe broader inquiries into the nature of self and other 

and shared embodied intersubjectivity. 

 

(6). I shall thus consider this paper as a prologue to designing suitable arguments that support my study about 

imitation which I would strongly argue as having a significant impact into primarily our understanding of: 

 

"What it means to be me situated in a world that is inhabited by 'like me' individuals", "How the sensori-motor 

system and human learning and development are deeply linked to the act of imitation", "Whether representation 

does play a critical role in imitation and if yes then of what kind?" and the larger philosophical questions that result 

from such a study, namely the concept of one's self or identity in relation to others and a shared embodied we 

centric space that permits social cognitive development. 

 

Keywords - Imitation, perception-action coupling, sensorimotor, representation, embodied cognition, socio-cognitive, 

neuroscience, mirror neurons, self and other, shared intersubjectivity 
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I. Introduction 

 

A.  Why Imitation in the first place? 

 

"In the science of man and culture today there is a unilateral swerve away from anything that could be called 

mimicry, imitation, or mimesis. And yet there is nothing, or next to nothing, in human behavior that is not learned, 

and learning is based on imitation. If human beings suddenly ceased imitating, all forms of culture would vanish. 

Neurologists remind us frequently that the human brain is an enormous imitating machine. To develop a science of 

man it is necessary to compare human imitation with animal mimicry, and to specify properly the human 

modalities of mimetic behavior, if they indeed exist" - Rene Girard in Things Hidden Since the Foundation of the 

World (1987) 

 

If one starts at the rudimentary definitions of imitation one may choose to explain this phenomenon as merely an act 

of copying the other. Imitation has traditionally been regarded as trivial in comparison to the higher cognitive abilities 

such as thought, perception and action. Plato was among the first to formally contemplate the universal 

phenomenon of imitative behavior, yet he was never able to fully explain its centrality to human life. Prior to 

empirical research, most theorists followed Plato in reducing imitative behavior to a trivial faculty of lesser 

significance rather than a pervasive process vital to both the development and sustenance of human thought and 

culture. However, a closer look on much of the contributions on this subject together with recent scientific findings 

reveals that explaining the imitative abilities of humans and other animals is in fact an extremely critical and complex 

subject. The mechanisms are not well understood and the connection of imitation to sociality, communication and 

learning is deep. Thus, what was initially thought as just a trivial human behavior in fact has been increasingly 

considered as one of the most foundational blocks of human learning and socio-cognitive development. 

 

Moreover, researchers have started to experimentally evidence through young infants as old as 6 weeks [Meltzoff 

and Moore] that imitation is inherently an innate human endowment that is generative of other socio-cognitive 

systems rather than an earlier misconception [attributed to theorists in developmental psychology] that imitation is 

an ability that develops over time. However it is important to note that due to its academic genealogy, a general 

consensus on the definition of imitation (either by itself or in terms of other more fundamental human endowments) 

has not been reached. Nevertheless, its indispensable link to human perception and action has been widely 

acknowledged, as shall be uncovered over the course of this paper. It is due to this partly amorphous yet critically 

fundamental nature of imitation that I intend to explore it further, an exploration that promises to provide new 

perspectives in the understanding of some of the most fundamental issues in human embodiment, our 

representation of the world and the common mechanisms which link perception and action. It is in this view that 

with imitation and embodied cognition as the basis roots I have made a concentrated effort in enlisting the different 

philosophical arguments that build up around the concept of 'representation' itself in Section III: Representation in 

Imitation.    

 

What is so significant about imitation is that it involves a complex embodied process of making sense of an observed 

behavior, translating it into an acceptable action and enacting a result that is close to the original model. It involves a 

lot more than simply observing someone else's movement and responding with a movement that in its entirety is 

already in one's own repertoire. At the heart of imitation are thus the entire human embodiment, its faculties that 

impart understanding and learning and the dynamic interplay between action and perception, topics that find 

resonance in most of the readings discussed in the reader for this class. In addition, the sheer impact of the study of 

human imitation in understanding our own selves and our socially situated connectedness with others makes it 

worthwhile for deep critical exploration. 
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B.  History of imitation in the midst of theories that emphasized the role of visual machinery as a dominant 

acquisition mechanism 

 

In order to develop many of the ensuing arguments in this paper on imitation, it would be clearly worthwhile to look 

back at how imitation theories have developed in the midst of some dominant theories about human sensori-motor 

modalities then and now. Until the 1970's the term 'imitation' did not even appear as a keyword in reference bases 

such as psychological abstracts. The word was simply taken to be synonymous with 'observational learning' (with a 

particular stress on the word 'observational'), a term evolved through the adoption of long-lasting imperialism of 

learning theories in the United States, thus offering learning as an explanation for all forms of human development. 

Imitation however became a central parameter of focus when Albert Bandura introduced his Social Learning Theory. 

What was however most characterizing of Bandura's theory was that it inherently imparted to imitation a form of 

internalized representation of the modeled acts with vision being the predominant force of acquisition in this 

process. As Bandura clearly writes, "In this view, the observer is like a sophisticated camera". 

 

In his theory, Bandura also explicitly assumes that there are only two representational systems available to the 

observers - visual imagery and verbal coding. The role of motor systems in his theory is attributed solely to the 

motor reproduction stage. With imitation having such a predominant vision based character to it, the central issue 

now was the appropriate definition of an internal or mental representation which vision was considered to give rise 

to. This aspect of imitation was further augmented by Jean Piaget in his Cognitive Developmental Theory where he 

clearly mentions the capacity of infants at Stage 6 or at 18 months of age to be able to imitate with what he calls 

'pure representation' as opposed to 'sensorimotor based representation' prior to this stage. Thus he gives exclusivity 

to the mind in being able to perform deferred imitation through the acquisition of symbolic processes. 

 

What is most disturbing to me from this rooted history of imitation in a cognitivist representationalist approach is 

that it not only parallels much of Cartesian dualistic arguments about human form and function (as one would cite 

Descartes), but imitation then becomes a passive act of mere acquisition-translation and reproduction without 

taking into account the now widely acknowledged role of the sensori-motor gestalt even in purely the vision based 

acquisition stage. In his article titled "Dimensions of Imitative Perception-Action Mediation", Stefan Vogt is precisely 

sensitive to this issue when he writes "In most theories of imitation and observational learning up to the early 1990s, 

sensory or more abstract cognitive representations have been explicitly or implicitly favored over motor 

representations (e.g., Carroll and Bandura 1990; Keele 1986; Meltzoff 1988). Further these authors have assumed 

that these representations are "translated" into action only when the observer is going to physically reproduce the 

displayed action. I have referred to this view as late mediation between perception and action, whereas the 

discovery of mirror neurons, and other behavioral evidences have recently given credit to early mediation 

accounts...... Meltzoff and Moore's (1997) observations of gradual corrections in infant imitation are difficult to 

explain without assuming some form of memory of the observed act that is distinct from the preparatory and 

executive motor processes on the side of the imitator". 

 

I will further elaborate on these arguments in Section III: Representation in Imitation. But the essential point that I 

wish to resonate through this paper is that there is substantial scientific evidence today that imitation (particularly 

in its acquisition stage) is inherently dependent on the perception-action coupling of the human system. Imitation is 

not just another act but it is an innately foundational and complex process, a study of which will greatly help in 

revealing and understanding the intricate linkages of our acquisition-reproduction modalities, ideas that find a 

common ground with much of what has been written about in enactive, embodied cognition literature.       
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II.  Important perspectives from imitation research 

 

Given much of the preceding discussion I would like to now highlight some important research in imitation that 

furthers the dialogue on perception-action mediation. I believe that the core issue (both from a philosophical and 

scientific inquiry standpoint) that imitation research should focus on is whether perception is passive or active and if 

it is so then what is the nature of this sensori-motor mediation and what role does it play in not only imitation but in 

other visio-motor based activities such as skill acquisition or observational learning. Do results from imitation portray 

a generality of perception and action or are they specific to this domain? The reason that imitation is such a good 

place to start asking these questions is because as stated earlier it is considered by researchers across disciplines as 

an innate, basic or primary mode of behavior. Hence results derived from imitation research are more likely to find 

general applicability. Thus the way to proceed is to look into some of the interesting elements pursued in imitation 

research that forward particularly (for the purpose and limit of this paper) the idea of an active coupling between 

the various perceptual and action modalities and what this can inform us along multiple dimensions of 

interdisciplinary research. 

 

A.  Research and findings in Imitation that explore Perception-Action Coupling  

 

i.  Passive and Active Imitation 

 

Imitation research brings new perspectives to the problem of perception-action mediation. In "Imitation as a Dual-

Route Process", John Demiris and Gillian Hayes distinguish between Passive Imitation and Active Imitation. In 

Passive imitation, the imitator goes through a "perceive-recognize-reproduce" cycle and the motor systems are 

involved only during the "reproduce" phase. While in Active imitation, the motor systems are actively involved even 

during the perception process. They propose a dual route imitation architecture that has an active as well as passive 

route: within the active route, the imitator mentally places itself in the place of the demonstrator and internally 

executes (imagines) candidate behaviors, eventually selecting among them based on the accuracy of their predictions 

regarding the demonstrator's incoming states as they are being perceived as the demonstration unfolds. However 

this description of their architecture is not complete. They do not completely reject the involvement of passive only 

imitation. Demiris and Hayes in fact suggest that "if there are no behaviors that can be predicted sufficiently well, 

then the passive imitation route takes over and learns the demonstrated behavior adding it to the imitator's 

behavioral repertoire". 

 

For me, the novelty of this architecture lies in their incorporation of active imitation, in the sense that the same 

motor structures that are responsible for the generation of a movement are recruited in order to perform movement 

perception. Imitation therefore is treated by them as an active, predictive process instead of going through a passive 

"perceive-recognize-reproduce" only cycle. But I am still a little resilient to their idea on incorporation of a passive 

only imitation mode if the observed behavior is entirely new which necessarily suggests lack of motor involvement. 

 

ii.  Kinesthetic Visual Mapping as a special case of Perceptual Matching in Imitation 

 

In "Imitation as a Perceptual Process", Robert Mitchell places a significant amount of attention on perceptual 

matching as the basis for imitation since he is convinced by the idea that to see if humans can recognize matches 

between different perceptual modalities (cross-modal matching) is a primary test of human imitative skills. 

Perceptual matching may be restricted if it be, purely to perceptual modality specific mapping as in when an infant 

matches a sound from its parent's speech or visual-visual mapping in the infant's attempt of matching its parent's 

facial expression, audio-visual mapping may be a third example that includes perceptual cross-modal matching. 
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However perceptual matchings of this sort in imitation do not bring to effect the involvement of any significant motor 

component. 

 

However a very special case of perceptual matching that does rely heavily on both the visual and motor components 

is kinesthetic visual mapping. Kinesthesis is a complicated perceptual system that informs about the position and 

movement of parts of the body. Experiencing kinesthesis requires movement of the body, implicating a motor 

component as part of perception. In kinesthesis the motor component is so much a part of perception that Gibson as 

Mitchell puts it "denied kinesthesis to be a perceptual modality". Another part of kinesthesis is somasthesis, the 

feeling of the outline of the body. In addition somasthesis maps to prosthesis attached to the body, supplying feeling 

to them and mapping their visual outline. Kinesthetic-visual matching requires kinesthetic involvement in visual 

experiences of bodies, including one's own and those of others. The idea of kinesthetic-visual matching is made 

salient by the 'rubber-hand illusion experiment', in which individuals misattribute tactile sensations felt by their hand 

to a rubber prosthetic hand that they see being stimulated or 'prism experiments' wherein the subjects having seen 

their arm dislocated through a prism actually attribute kinesthetic feeling to the new location to maintain a match 

between kinesthesis and vision even when they know that the match is nonsensical. 

 

The importance of kinesthetic visual mapping in imitation is brought about by the work of psychologist Guillaume 

Paul on the ability of children to imitate others' bodily actions results. In Guillaume's model, visual-visual matching 

leads to the kinesthetic-visual matching present in generalized imitation - the ability to duplicate to some degree 

myriad actions of another. Guillaume recognized that the same kinesthetic-visual matching that allowed for imitating 

another's actions also allowed the child to recognize his or her own image in a mirror. Much of the recent research 

also supports the theory that a match between kinesthesis and vision is essential for skills such as self-recognition, 

generalized imitation of another's behavior, pretend play and even recognition of being imitated by another. 

 

iii.  Motor Primitives and Movement Perception 

 

In "Sensory-Motor Primitives as a Basis for Imitation", Maja Mataric postulates that the motor system is organized 

into a collection of primitives or motor programs that encode complete stereotypical movements which can be 

executed sequentially or concurrently to create a large movement repertoire. This general organization of the motor 

system is then used to instantiate direct sensory-motor mappings onto executable motor programs. She also 

distinguishes between mimicry and imitation where mimicry involves mapping observed movements to an existing 

motor primitive repertoire while imitation involves a more complex process capable of creating arbitrary new motor 

skills by composing hierarchical combinations of primitives and other already learned skills. She also postulates a 

specialized movement perception and attention system driven by these motor primitives which serve as predictors of 

what movement will occur next.  

 

However the highlight of Mataric's article for the purpose of this paper is when she asks a very fundamental 

question: "Is there a difference between watching a movement with the intention to imitate and just watching?". 

For me answering this question is important since it challenges the very assumptions of the cognitive model. As 

Mataric herself answers, "In a standard cognitive model of perception and motor control, one would expect to 

answer this question in the positive, denoting different processing involved in observation alone compared to 

observation combined with or followed by motor planning. However, if we adopt a strong sensory-motor integration 

assumption, which postulates a direct mapping between movement observation and reproduction, we would expect 

to see no difference in fixation patterns between the imitation and non-imitation conditions".    
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iv.  Mirror Neurons and Neuroscientific Evidence 

 

In his article titled "Mirror Neurons and imitation learning as the driving force behind "the great leap forward" in 

human evolution", V.S. Ramachandran states that "The discovery of mirror neurons in the frontal lobes of monkeys, 

and their potential relevance to human brain evolution is the single most important "unreported" (or at least, 

unpublicized) story of the decade. I predict that mirror neurons will do for psychology what DNA did for biology: they 

will provide a unifying framework and help explain a host of mental abilities that have hitherto remained mysterious 

and inaccessible to experiments". 

 

The story of mirror neurons as an outcome of an experiment performed by Rizzolatti, Gallese et al. that used a 

macaque monkey to study neurons specialized for the control of hand actions is now widely published. What makes 

this discovery very special is that its studies in monkeys have been successfully translated to humans. Using brain 

imaging experiments that employ functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI), it has now been shown that the 

human inferior frontal cortex and superior parietal lobe is active when the person performs an action and also when 

the person sees another individual performing an action. Thus, these brain regions are likely to contain mirror 

neurons and have been defined as the human mirror neuron system having wide ranging implications not only for 

imitation research but for several important studies in understanding intentions, theory of mind, language 

acquisition, learning, social behavior and cognitive disorders such as autism. 

 

What is important to also note is that practical neuroscientific evidence on the perception-action mechanisms in 

humans predates mirror neurons. Dave Perrett and collaborators (1985) studied action recognition system in the 

superior temporal sulcus (STS) of the macaque brain that selectively responds to moving biological stimuli, such as 

hands, faces, bodies. Their results support the existence of specialized neural detectors and predictors for specific 

postures, movements and goal-directed behaviors. 

 

However, what is most significant for me considering the purpose of this paper is that mirror neurons and 

associated neuroscientific experiments have provided for the very first time undeniable scientific evidence about a 

class of biological neurons that are capable of showing both perception and action qualities advancing a number of 

theories that favor the role of intricate sensorimotor linkages in human development.    

 

III.  Representation in Imitation 

 

"It is clear from the outset that the problem of imitation is linked with that of representation. Since representation 

involves the image of an object, it can be a kind of interiorized imitation, and therefore continuation of 

accommodation" - Jean Piaget (1962) 

 

A.  Problem Domains in Imitation 

 

Although having looked at some of the significant research in imitation that places the locus of attention on the 

coupling between perception and action, what appears to me is that imitation theories or models do not have a 

general consensus on what mode of representation is exactly at play at the various stages from acquisition through 

model reproduction. By mode of representation I mean purely observational (in terms of a memorized image of the 

scene), sensory (involving perceptual representations other than purely observational), motor (involving motor 

primitives and movement perception) or a combination of all three in terms of a supramodal sensorimotor 

representation. The key problem domains in imitation where this issue becomes inherently problematic and 

highlighted are the correspondence problem and deferred imitation. However these problem domains are also 
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testbeds for application of a definition of representation that is theorized or postulated. Since knowing exactly what 

form of representation is involved at various stages would have a significant impact from a scientific and 

philosophical standpoint, solving these extremely tough problems is absolutely essential. 

 

In very simplistic terms the correspondence problem may be stated as a problem for one individual to produce 

behavior that matches, in some aspect, with the behavior it observes in another. In a more theoretical sense the 

correspondence problem framed by Nehaniv and Dautenhahan (2002) is as follows: "A correspondence problem for 

one agent - who is trying to imitate another - possibly dissimilarly embodied agent is the problem of generating a 

'suitable' matching behavior: 

 

Given an observed behavior of the model, which from a given starting state leads the model through a sequence 

(or hierarchy) of subgoals - in states, action, and/or effects, while possibly responding to sensory stimuli and 

external events, find and execute a sequence of actions using one's own (possibly dissimilar) embodiment, which 

from a corresponding starting state, lead through correspondence subgoals - in corresponding states, actions, 

and/or effects, while possibly responding to corresponding events". 

 

What emerges from the above problem is a very fundamental question, "How does the imitator know what pattern 

of motor activation will make their action look like that of the model?". For me the complexity of the solution to this 

problem is a function of two unknowns: 

 

a. The number and nature of steps in translation from acquisition to reproduction and 

b. The disparity between external and internal forms of representations. 

 

Taken together, the problem of solving the correspondence problem and thereby part of the imitation puzzle is not 

so much at the core of states, subgoals or effects but at the heart of representation itself. Since representation as 

stated earlier has variance in its form and function as approached by different theories, it is no wonder that 

numerous different approaches exist to unraveling the problem. This variant nature of representation has given rise 

to two camps within imitation research - Generalist and Specialist Theories of Imitation. In "Imitation: is cognitive 

neuroscience solving the correspondence problem?" Marcel Brass and Cecilia Heyes explain the positions taken by 

these two camps. 

 

They write, "Specialist theories suggest that imitation is mediated by a special purpose mechanism. The most 

prominent specialist theory is the Active intermodal matching (AIM) model by Meltzoff and Moore. AIM proposes 

that, when a body movement is observed with the intention to imitate, the initial, visual representation of the 

movement is converted into a ‘supramodal’ representation which contains information about ‘organ relations’. AIM 

does not specify exactly how this information is encoded, but it implies that the code is the lingua franca of the 

perceptual-motor world. Supramodal coding allows a visual representation of an observed action to be matched up 

with a pattern of motor activation that can produce the same action". 

 

Representation is thus approached by the AIM model in terms of a special purpose or imitation-only 'supramodal 

code' that implicates a cross-modal unification of perceptual-motor modalities in one framework. 

 

On the other hand, generalist theories which approach the same problem do not attribute representation in imitation 

to any specific mechanism. Instead representation in this case is understood within a general learning and motor 

control framework. Probably the most important among generalist theories for the purpose of this paper is 

Associative Sequence Learning (ASL) that postulates the formation of an internal action guiding image which is a 
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compound of two action representations – one encoding visual information (what the action looks like), and the 

other containing somatosensory information and motor commands (what the action feels like and how it is 

initiated). 

 

Representation in the ASL model thus allows for the existence of separate visual and motor representations which 

then become linked through Hebbian learning. Other models within the generalist framework such as ideomotor 

theory (IM) and goal directed theory of imitation (GOADI) also develop around the central concept of linking two 

separate but interdependent representations that contain visual and motor representations. 

 

Whether representation is supramodal or crossmodal, for every researcher and student who is trying to solve the 

correspondence problem, the question is not one of supporting the theories of one camp or the other but to keep 

on asking the most fundamental questions such as "Yes, I understand what you mean by supramodal, but what 

exactly does it look like? or I think I kind of know what an internal action guiding image looks like, but could you 

print me its image on a sheet of paper". For me, the important question is not one of assuming positions for it may 

not even be needed, but the question is of questioning the underlying assumptions themselves. The correspondence 

problem thus remains unsolved for me, in spite of the proposals by each of the two camps but I do believe that the 

problem is one of representation and representation itself. 

 

Likewise the solution to the problem on deferred imitation is representation sensitive. In deferred imitation, the 

imitator is re-enacting behavior on the basis of its representation of the past i.e. it is imitating a person or action that 

has disappeared from view. In this case, the imitator is not calibrating its actions to what is before its eyes, but 

according to its memory of a now-absent event. Meltzoff and Moore while discussing deferred imitation in infants are 

particularly sensitive to the role of representation when they pose a very intricate and circular question, "What is this 

representation a representation of?". They also acknowledge the fact that two alternatives to this question can be 

distinguished that have very different impacts on theory and indeed are central to whether one wants to invoke the 

notion of 'infant representation' at all. One alternative they say is that the infants represent the past visual event 

while the other is that they are remembering and repeating their own past actions. The question thus remains one of 

representation alone. 

 

B.  Philosophical viewpoint on Representation in Imitation  

 

"It seems unrealistic to expect to capture commonsense understanding in the form of representation - where 

representation is understood in its strong sense as the re-presentation of a pregiven world" - (MBW Reader, 

Enaction: Embodied Cognition - Varela, Thompson, Rosch) 

 

If I have to rephrase the above question of representation from a philosophical standpoint then I would most 

certainly ask the most important question important to me at this point: "Is there a pregiven world out there or are 

any of its properties a function of our active mental construction?" I believe that central to answering this question 

is not only the question of representation but also one of meaning or conceptual inference, since I believe that 

representation is always relative to an observer who ultimately makes sense of it. The questions then are - "What is 

representation?", "What is meaning?" and "Where do they reside?". Starting from the perspective of a cognitive or 

symbolic AI theorist I find some deep rooted problems with the portrayal of the mind as a central information 

processing machine, symbols within which are transformed through narrow band input and output transducers. The 

very idea that the mind as an amazingly complex machine with yet to be understood powers of thought and 

imagination can be so simplistically modeled as nothing more than input-process-output seems ludicrous to me. The 

idea that all that this machine is ultimately engaging in is a mere transformation of objects in a spatial universe into a 
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symbolic almost binary representation is bound to fail and be severely criticized. What this objectivist or cognitivist 

viewpoint rightly does is simplify for the sole task of simplifying and problem solving. But systems built around this 

concept can never unravel the true fabric of reality. If we are even to begin understanding how perception, action 

and experience occur from any first or third person perspective then this viewpoint is utterly tangential. 

 

What is on the other hand a lot more compelling to me considering the discussed research in imitation, is the 

theory of embodied cognition which considers representation as not just a passive perception dependent 

information processing problem of recovering pregiven properties of the world, but instead inseparably links 

perception and action together placing the onus of constructing a sensori-motor representation of the world on the 

embodied perceiver or agent. As George Lakeoff and Mark Johnson describe the embodied concept in Philosophy in 

the Flesh : The Embodied Mind and Its Challenge to Western Thought, "An embodied concept is a neural structure 

that is actually part of, or makes use of, the sensorimotor system of our brains. Much of the conceptual inference is, 

therefore, sensorimotor inference". However in the course of describing this concept as having radical philosophical 

consequences from the perspective of faculty psychology, Lakeoff and Johnson also make a very important point, "It 

is not at all radical from the point of view of the brain, which is the joint locus of reason, perception and movement. 

The question from the viewpoint of the brain is whether conceptual inference makes use of the same brain structures 

as perceptual motor inference. In other words does reason piggyback on perception and motor control? From the 

perspective of the brain, the locus of all three functions, it would be quite natural if it did".  

 

For me the question of equivalence between reason and perceptual motor inference is a very important one. My 

mind immediately begins to propel in the direction of mirror neurons where I am convinced with their capacity for 

equivalences within perceptual motor inference from a third person perspective (as much scientific evidence has 

been gathered from this view point), but the question remains to me as for Lakeoff and Johnson whether reason 

(which I shall attribute to the first person perspective) piggybacks on perception and motor control. I shall also 

expand on the first and third person perspectives in Section IV.B: Getting closer to the unification of philosophical 

accounts on intersubjectivity through first and third person perspectives. 

 

It is then to answer the above question that I look into subjective philosophical concepts such phenomenology where 

the central structure is that of one's inner experience being directed toward an object by virtue of its content or 

meaning which represents the object together with appropriate enabling conditions. I do find this school of thought 

critical to understanding reason itself. However since phenomenology (as the Stanford Encyclopedia of Philosophy 

describes it) has been characterized by methods widely debated by Husserl and his successors, it is difficult to 

appropriate a non-debatable definition of this discipline while extracting a suitable method to follow. In other words, 

even though I support the first person perspective as being important to understanding meaning, I am not entirely 

convinced with the idea that meaning should lie entirely exclusive of the embodiment itself. In this regard, I cite 

Hubert Dreyfus's point from Haugeland's Mind Embodied and Embedded, of extending the meaningful well beyond 

the inner i.e. meaningful objects are the world itself, "When Dreyfus says that meaningful objects are the world itself, 

he means original meaning, not just derivative". What I am instead convinced about is the idea that meaning is 

constructed through an embodied process involving sensorimotor representations, a construction that involves or 

perhaps depends on an embodied entity to some level, not that meaning resides completely external to it.   

 

I then parallel the above ideology more with Merleau-Ponty's embodied cogitation which he introduced by 

combining a set of unique commitments - to Husserlian phenomenology, Gestalt psychology and Marxist materialism 

[Motor Intentionality: Gestural Meaning in Bill Voila and Merleau-Ponty - Carrie Noland]. For me embodied 

cognition positions itself neither on the schools of thought that have predominantly supported the objectivist view 

nor with the extreme assumptions of subjectivist phenomenology as cited in the preceding paragraph. Thus in the 
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sense of an ideological state of my personal research I find more in common with Merleau-Ponty's formulation of 

gestures or kinesthetic background, Henri Bergson's proposal of motor memory, Deleuze's conception of affectivity 

or Daniel Stern's concept of vitality effects where the focus is more on an embodied process through which one can 

understand the body's implication in what the mind thinks it knows. I shall then for the purpose of this paper call 

this the embodied camp to position the ideology of embodied cognition within the theories of imitation.   

 

From the standpoint of imitation research, Jean Piaget's Child Developmental Theory and Albert Bandura's Social 

Learning Theory are still considered influential primers to understanding imitation in humans. However these 

theories contain some inherently objectivist propositions that isolate memory or observation from action and 

explain complex phenomena such as deferred imitation purely by placing the onus on the imitator's observation 

only based internal representation of a past action or object. Elaborating on arguments introduced in Section I.B on 

the history of imitation research, Jean Piaget although accommodating of a sensorimotor form of representation in 

infants, exclusively mentions the shift from 'sensorimotor' to a pure 'representational' stage of development where 

the capacity of declarative memory (or the ability to retain memory about objects or events after one-time 

exposure with no motor involvement) becomes available in children at 18 months of age. This is more specifically 

Stage 6 in the Developmental Theory where the capacity of conceptual representation - of symbols and images 

becomes available. To quote Piaget, "Imitation is no longer dependent on the actual action, and the child becomes 

capable of imitating internally a series of models in the form of images". Although inherently already problematic to 

the embodied camp, a pressing question then is whether a declarative-like memory system is in place from the 

earliest phases of infancy or whether it emerges from a procedural system. 

 

The Social Learning formulation by Albert Bandura is certain to attract further criticism from an embodied cognition 

theorist. According to this theory, an individual must form an internalized representation of the modeled acts. This 

process that Bandura labels as "acquisition" more specifically requires a mental image as a form of representation. 

He goes on to propose that the "Observer is like a sophisticated camera, making a record of selected aspects of the 

modeled display for use in subsequent reproductions. It is clear that only part of the model's acts are expected to find 

their way into the "photograph" made by the observer. Once the observer has acquired a representation of the 

witnessed acts, the representation can be retrieved at a later time and used as a guide for reproducing the original 

behavior". I consider this entire formulation by Bandura as a radical objectivist position of storing a photograph of the 

pregiven model in the pregiven world and reproducing it at will. Bandura in this case is proposing his imitating 

observer to be no more than an input-process-store-output machine that is capable of outputting as a result a past 

event or action.  

 

Note that what would make Bandura's proposal so controversial to a non-cognitivist theorist is that he makes 

exclusive use of terms like photograph or image to associate with representation. He never makes even the 

slightest of hints to any motor based or sensori-motor governed form of representation. In fact in his proposal for 

the four processes that are important in acquisition and imitation it appears that he chooses to associate none of the 

motor activity with the acquisition process, thereby relegating it to the sole purpose of reproduction. His four 

processes involve a) attention b) retention c) motor reproduction and d) incentives or motivation. What's more 

debatable is that while explaining retention, Bandura particularly stresses the usefulness of symbolic coding 

operations (much to the delight of a cognitivist theorist) which he says are "even more efficacious than rehearsal 

processes in facilitating long-term retention of modeled events. During exposure to stimulus sequences observers are 

inclined to code, classify and reorganize elements into familiar and more easily remembered schemes". He also 

assumes that there are only two representational systems available to observers - visual imagery and verbal coding.  
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For me Bandura's formulation is nothing more than a computer that encodes in symbolic notation, then organizes 

and decodes events based purely on visual imagery of an external model. This simplistic learning theory by Bandura 

can thus bring out a significant amount of heated arguments from the embodied camp which would heavily stress on 

the availability of a kinesthetic imagery and higher degrees of motor based acquisition in any form of social learning. 

 

Even much of the current research such as that of Andrew Meltzoff and Keith Moore have found experimental 

evidence about the presence of a observation only representation in young infants putting forth the idea that ability 

to act on a stored representation of perceptually absent events is the starting point of cognitive development in 

infancy and not its culmination. They also provide a clear distinction between 'observation-only' design and 

'observation + practice' design. The most striking evidence though is the fact that their scientific experiments on 

infants have showed that observation only deferred imitation is successfully observed in the case of 12-month old 

infants that can succeed over a 1-month delay and even 6-week olds over a 24-hour delay. These results seem 

entirely exclusive of any of Daniel Stern's proposals in "The Interpersonal World of the Infant" where he argues that 

"All mental acts are accompanied by input from the body, including importantly, internal sensations. The body is 

never doing nothing".  

 

Meltzoff and Moore seem consistent with Stern in their portrayal of the infant's tongue protrusion experiment 

wherein the infant first protrudes its tongue in order to explore the tongue's dimensions and sensations, its "vitality 

effects" for its own sake and finally the search to approximate more exactly the behaviors it observes in others 

around itself. This consistency however takes a backseat when Meltzoff and Moore exclusively perform the above 

experiments that distinguish 'observation-only' design from 'observation + practice' design. It is then an important 

question to answer whether they associate any of the aspects from Stern's 'vitality effects' proposal in their own 

experimental application of the 'observation-only' design. Moreover in their article titled "Persons and 

representation: why infant imitation is important for theories of human development", Meltzoff and Moore 

propose that, "The results from deferred imitation indicate that infants can form representations from observation 

alone, without simultaneous action. These representations persist, and infants can subsequently access and use them 

as a basis for action even after substantial delays". 

 

From the above discussion of some of the most foundational and contemporary theories in human imitation and 

learning, it comes to my realization that their concept of representation in humans stands in a zone amenable to 

formidable criticism by the embodied camp. Although these theories do not explicitly center around representation 

in general they account for stages involving observation-only or motor-void forms of learning and imitation which 

as I am aware of are not acceptable in any form by the embodied camp. Since imitation research is inherently 

interdisciplinary in its nature, the apprehension then is of a body of work in say developmental or learning theories 

being built upon theoretical assumptions of past work in these fields that might not be compatible with the 

ideologies of other fields. The most immediate goal then is of a much needed reconciliation of terms and definitions 

across theories that might introduce elements of ambiguity or incorrectness in future research. This would be 

required if imitation research has to advance on the universal acceptance of a perception-action coupling 

phenomenon which in my view holds predominance given the current scientific findings. 

 

C.  Reconciliation of Representational theories through practical research in imitation 

 

Given the need to reconcile views across theories that define and implement modes of representation in different 

ways, the apprehension is one of approximating representation in theory for representation in practice. In other 

words, if definitions of representation take a form of generality in their theoretical foundations then approximation is 

an inevitable step in the reconciliation process that would allow for any level of practical realization. To give an 
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example, let me re-consider Meltzoff and Moore's definition of what they call 'supramodal' representation in their 

Active Intermodal Matching (AIM) model. I shall argue that the term supramodal has been loosely defined since the 

authors acknowledge the fact that AIM does not specify exactly how the cross-modal information is encoded. All they 

imply is that the code is the lingua franca of the perceptual-motor world. For me, this implies that centralizing the 

model around the generality of the term 'supramodal' leaves plenty of room for practitioners to realize it in 

different forms or even in formats not entirely suggested by the model itself. 

 

An extremely relevant example to support this point is the computational architecture that was attempted by John 

Demiris and Gillian Heyes in 1996 based on the AIM model. In this architecture, the visual stimuli from the visual 

perception modules are fed into a posture estimation module which outputs a posture stream that is finally fed into a 

movement matching module to output the motor commands. Though this architecture was inspired by AIM, it 

neither contains any modality neutral translator nor does it keep the visual and motor components not 

independent. Instead all that the visual component becomes is a pointer to extract relevant motor commands from 

the memory. This led Demiris and Heyes to term the architecture as passive which they differentiate from their more 

refined dual-route process architecture containing internal forward and inverse models. The point is clear that 

generality of terms describing representation in theoretical definitions passes the onus of rendering a matching 

practical model on the practitioner which in the case of Demiris and Heyes led to a completely different rendition of 

the original model. 

 

The problem is then of how do you proceed with the correct practical implementation? I would suggest that the 

above case was more an example of making a large approximation error than an incorrect one. An incorrect 

approximation of representation would be more a function of theories that result in functionally robust artifacts 

that are inherently flawed in their philosophical foundations. I believe that systems built on the philosophical 

assumptions of objectivism and symbolic AI are examples of such kind. On the other hand a correct approximation 

would be one which results in artifacts that place a greater amount of importance on furthering universally 

accepted definitions in their theoretical formulation. 

 

With respect to this regard, I believe that accepted definitions of representation are more likely to be witnessed 

under the current state of research in imitation, neuroscience, agent based, embodied and socially intelligent 

robotics and other associated fields. The reason that I am optimistic about these fields is that even if their process 

from theory to practice is through trial and error and may contain discrepancies that exist due to models such as AIM, 

the research is supported by the ideology of correct approximation as defined above. Although different theories 

and models have been proposed, there is now a universal acceptance in these fields of the ideology that perception 

and action are inherently complex and interdependent entities and considering even the remote possibility of the 

two as mutually exclusive would result in a failed endeavor. 

 

Of particular interest to me is research in robotics that is adopting this ideology to build systems that depart from the 

traditional 'engineered behavior' approach to incorporate adaption, learning and social behavior in artificial systems. 

Programming a robot by imitation is now being favored over pre-programming its behaviors. Moreover the questions 

that are being considered of greater importance in these fields are those around approaching the perceptual-action 

and interactional abilities of agents in novel ways. Artificial agents are being increasingly endowed with perceptual 

skills and internal states such as proprioception and kinesthesis and specific research agendas are being drawn that 

compare these capacities in humans and robots. In "Agent-Based Perspective on Imitation", Kerstin Dautenhahn and 

Chrystopher Nehaniv define an autonomous, autobiographic robotic agent that is situated in time and space, 

historically grounded and structurally coupled with its environment (embodied) and endow it with internal states 

such as drives and motivations, representations of self, others and environment, behavioral repertoire such as 
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instincts and learned behavior, mental states such as beliefs, desires and intentions and perceptual qualities such as 

proprioception and exteroception. Robotic systems such as Rodney Brooks' Cog and Cynthia Breazel's Kismet are 

designed with an ideology that imparts perceptual and sensorimotor capabilities to these robots. Both combine low-

level perceptual inputs with high-level influences such as motivations, behaviors and habituation effects. 

 

Demiris and Hayes have designed an active imitation architecture that couples the perception and generation of 

action. They incorporate internal forward and inverse models that have been hypothesized by Wolpert, Miall and 

Kawato (1998) to exist in the human brain where they are utilized for a variety of tasks including sensorimotor 

integration and motor control. In "Perception-action coupling via imitation and attention", Maistros and Hayes 

discuss an imitation mechanism in which physical entities such as a humanoid robot learning from another to drink a 

glass of beer are anchored to perceptual representations, and through them to the actions that they 'afford'. In 

"Imitation Learning and Response Facilitation in Embodied Agents", Stefan Kopp and Olaf Graeser view imitation as 

a complex problem involving the direct influencing of the motor system by the perceptual system. They propose a 

computational motor control model that connects visual representations of observed hand and arm movements to 

graph-based representations of motor commands to tackle the problems of selective enhancement of a motor 

response already in the repertoire (response facilitation) as well as learning and delayed reproduction of new actions 

(true imitation). In "Learning human arm movements by imitation: evaluation of a biologically inspired 

connectionist architecture", Aude Billard and Maja Mataric propose a model of human imitation of abstract two-arm 

movements that consists of a hierarchy of artificial neural networks, which are abstractions of brain regions involved 

in visio-motor control. 

 

One may cite several more examples, but the direction of future imitation based research is thus clear. 

Understanding the nature of perception-action coupling is critical and a macroscopic view of this gestalt is deemed 

essential. The problem is thus not one of representing RGB values but of representing perception and action, self 

and other, meaning and context. But I do strongly believe that this research is asking the right questions. It is with 

this view and all of the above discussion that I look forward to research in imitation for reconciling theories centered 

around the concept of representation by generating accepted theoretical definitions and formidable scientific 

evidence through realization of practical systems.   

 

IV.  Philosophical Aspects of imitation 

 

Till now I have focused primarily on issues around the perception-action-representation core from the perspective of 

imitation. However imitation research has implications far beyond what has been discussed up to this point. I would 

now like to focus on the role of imitation in answering the broader philosophical questions of self, other and 

intersubjectivity and providing approaches that allow for a unification of philosophical schools of thought that 

approach these questions.  

 

A.  Self, other and intersubjectivity 

 

"A path leads from identification by way of imitation to empathy, that is, to the comprehension of the mechanism 

by means of which we are enabled to take up any attitude at all towards another mental life"  - Sigmund Freud 

(1921, p.110 / MBW Reader Pg 197) 

 

In "Imitation, Mirror Neurons, & Mimetic Desire: Convergent Support for the Work of Rene Girard", Scott R. Garrels 

writes about the influence of Platonic philosophy on the understanding of self in relation to the other. He points out 

that "Systems of philosophy following Plato that reduced imitative behavior to a special faculty of lesser significance 
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such as social learning, rather than a pervasive process vital to both the development and sustenance of human 

thought and culture contributed significantly to the modern notion of the 'autonomous self'. This core belief falsely 

emphasized the importance of individual strivings and development over the role and function of social influences in 

the construction of the self. As a result, our modern sense of imitation was reduced to a simple caricature of a more 

dynamic and interpersonal mechanism". 

 

The inheritance of many Platonic and Enlightenment assumptions about an autonomous self also led both Freud and 

Piaget to exclude the possibility of dyadic mimetic experiences during the first year of life. This can be seen from the 

fact that in Freud's Theory of Early Infancy, there is no place for imitative self-other reciprocity (primarily 

intersubjectivity). Similarly, Piaget has argued that self-other imitation was a developmental milestone achieved 

around the first year of life in his Child Developmental Theory. However current imitation research has much the 

opposite view. 

 

In "Persons and Representation", Meltzoff and Moore suggest that infants are launched in their career as folk 

psychologists with the primary perceptual judgment, 'Here is something like me'. For me this is a very powerful 

statement since it displaces the Platonic view of 'autonomous self' with the concept of a 'social self'. That we are 

inherently a social species from birth makes every ounce of our identities relative to and influenced by the other. 

Moreover scientific findings have showed that newborns can imitate facial and manual movements which suggest 

that young infants can, at some level of processing, recognize equivalences between body transformations as felt in 

the self and body transformations as seen in the others. For me this has profound implications for the origins of 

understanding persons. 

 

The other related thread to talk about on the construction of self and other is 'biological mirror mechanisms' based 

on the ideology that there are aspects of self that can only be known by seeing reflections of yourself as others see 

you. The reason why such mechanisms are important for me is because they contain elements of intersubjectivity 

which go beyond surface behaviors to the intentions that generate behavior. Reciprocal imitation games are rich 

examples of this kind. Meltzoff and Moore explain them as follows: "In these games, infants first perform their own 

actions without concern for their effects on the adult since they do not know that they are in a mutual imitation 

encounter. When the infants notice the adult movement, they shift their attention and begin to vary their own 

behavior. If the adult continues to match, infants produce novel 'testing probes' and smile as the adult follows suit. 

The components of this game provide a fertile ground for infants to make an interpersonal inference: 'I intend my 

acts, the other systematically performs matching acts, perhaps the other also intends his or her acts'". This simple 

imitation game has large consequences. The infant is able to attribute equivalences such as goals, desires and 

intentions between the self and the other and not just equivalences of bodily movements.  

 

Meltzoff and Moore's version of imitation games are centered around the infant. However I would also argue that 

the sophisticated translation of these games is at the core of our everyday adult human interaction. Only as 

contrast to the recursive chain of actions that builds up in the infant-adult version, adults are able to suppress this 

chain by using other means of developed behavior. In the latter case the central paradigm of attunement between 

two individuals takes the form of verbal exchange, body signals, empathy, emotions and other such, nevertheless 

placing imitation through these forms as the central basis of communication between the self and the other. I shall 

thereby say that infant imitation is a channel through which we can learn about the infant's mind, but more 

importantly it is an avenue by which we come to understand ours. 
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B.  Getting closer to the unification of philosophical accounts on intersubjectivity through first and third person 

perspectives 

 

"The imitator is not imitating because it is understanding what the demonstrator is showing, rather, it is 

understanding it because it is imitating" - Demiris and Hayes 

 

When talking about biological mirror mechanisms and their role in intersubjectivity, one can never exclude a 

discussion on the quite extraordinary phenomenon which we now know as the human mirror system or simply mirror 

neurons. In "Mirror neurons and the phenomenology of intersubjectivity", Dieter Lohmar assesses the eminent 

importance of mirror neurons for the phenomenological theory of intersubjectivity. He raises a very important point 

about how mirror neuron research has been empirically carried out. Lohmar writes, "The past interpretations of 

mirror neurons research derive mostly from a third person perspective, which focuses on what can be observed 

'from the outside'. All the interpretations of the mirroring brain activity lie so far in the hands of a psychology based 

on a rough transfer from the observation of the persons from the visual outside to the “inside” of experienced 

sense". 

 

 He believes that phenomenology can contribute to the mirror neuron experiment by providing clues and 

descriptions of the “interior perspective” of the experiencing consciousness. With this view he raises some 

fundamental questions from the first person perspective, "If we are orienting literally to the discovery of mirror 

neurons in our premotor cortex then we might ask: How does the rotation of a hand really feel? What do we feel if 

we see the same movements in others?". 

 

For me what makes Lohmar's perspective so important is that it brings us closer to the unification of a first person 

phenomenological account and a third person external (inferential, conceptual, algorithmic) account around the 

scientific evidence of mirror neurons, a divide which has been historically observed when contrasting the ontological 

view in Heideggerian philosophy with the Freudian representational, cognitivist, epistemological view.    

 

As Lohmar explains the third-person versus first-person perspectives, "This interpretation (third person) of our 

access to other persons is close to the “theory-theory” approach (Premack) in the analytic philosophy of mind, 

which understands our access to other persons as a purely cognitive process based on concepts, algorithms and 

inferences. This conception is opposed by the simulation theory of understanding (Goldman), interpreting our 

access to other persons as a kind of construction or simulation in the medium of my own experience". 

 

Lohmar then considers phenomenology as a descriptive science of consciousness in a renewal and deepening of 

description accounted by a third person perspective on mirror neurons. He says, "The relationship between 

phenomenology and neurology at the present point of development should be one of mutual inspiration and 

fertilization". What Lohmar's perspective thus provides is a fertile ground for schools of thoughts to unite around 

scientific evidence that can be validated both from the inside-out and outside-in perspectives. 

 

Thus if I have to quote myself, "The construction of the self and other is one of the foundational questions on which 

schools of philosophy have been established. That imitation research provides avenues for practical scientific 

evidence to unify these schools of thoughts on questions that might only otherwise be rendered abstract, is in 

indeed quite exciting". 
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V.  Conclusive remarks 

 

In this paper I have argued that imitation is an innate socio-cognitive process deeply linked with the human 

sensorimotor system. I have presented theoretical and empirical research in imitation that brings new perspectives to 

the concepts of perception, action, their intricate relationship and modes of representation. However, the very fact 

that imitation research deals with these fundamental concepts of human development and is inherently 

interdisciplinary in its nature, also brings to question some of the most fundamental philosophical issues dealing with 

the nature of representation, self, other and intersubjectivity. On the one hand, I have argued that differences on 

these subjects are bound to exist due to the history of the schools of thought dealing with these subjects and the 

roots of imitation itself in theories of developmental psychology and learning, but on the other I have positioned 

myself as an optimist on this issue given the current state of imitation research and empirical scientific evidence 

within this field. 

 

I believe that research in imitation provides compelling avenues for unifying both the first and third person 

philosophical accounts. The gigantic leaps possible through the study of mirror neurons, imitation models and 

embodied robotics are just a few examples that support this belief. However what I consider as the most important 

purpose of writing this paper has been to propel myself towards answering questions about the nature of mind, body 

and our relationship with this world which has been the central theme of the readings for this class. I believe through 

imitation, I have brought new a tool for uncovering our greatest mysteries. Truly, imitation has been for me not just 

another behavior, but a means for learning about who we are. For me, the journey has just begun …
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20.  Imitation, Mirror Neurons, & Mimetic Desire: Convergent Support for the Work of Rene Girard - Scott R. Garrels 
 
21.  Microgenesis, immediate experience and visual processes in reading - Victor Rosenthal 
 
22.  Imitation Learning and Response Facilitation in Embodied Agents: Stefan Kopp and Olaf Graeser 
 
23.  Towards an Imitation System for Learning Robots - George Maistros and Gillian Hayes

24.  The mirror neuron system and its function in humans - Giacomo Rizzolatti 
 
25.  The Intentional Attunement Hypothesis: The Mirror Neuron System and Its Role in Interpersonal Relations - 
Vittorio Gallese
 
26.  Mirror neurons and the phenomenology of intersubjectivity - Dieter Lohmar
 
27.  The evolutionary link between mirror neurons and imitation: An evolutionary adaptive agents model - Elhanan 
Borenstein and Eytan Ruppin 
 
28.  Mirror Neurons as a proximal mechanism of social interaction - Helena Bulioska 
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Perception-Action and Co. : Perceiving the gestalt through Imitation - Rocky, MBW Paper, Spring 2008 

29.  Children and robots learning to play hide and seek - Trafton, Schultz, Perznowski
 
30.  Infant-like Social Interactions between a Robot and a Human Caregiver - Cynthia Breazeal and Brian Scassellati 
 
31.  Young Children's understanding of animacy and entertainment robots - Sandra Okita and Daniel Scwartz 
 
C.  Articles 
 
1.  Coupling Perception with Actions via Mirror Neurons 
http://www.ercim.org/publication/Ercim_News/enw55/wiedermann.html

2.  Mirror Neurons: How We Reflect On Behavior 
http://www.medicalnewstoday.com/articles/70050.php 
 
3. The Mirror Neuron Revolution: Explaining What Makes Humans Social: Scientific American 
http://www.sciam.com/article.cfm?id=the-mirror-neuron-revolution

D.  Videos 
 
1. Drum Imitation Game - http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-rWKSTtM6Ys 
2. Rubber Hand Illusion - http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=TCQbygjG0RU 
 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
 
"Meaning includes patterns of embodied experience and pre-conceptual structures of our sensibility (i.e. our mode of 
perception, or orienting ourselves, and of interacting with other objects, events or persons). These embodied 
patterns do not remain private or peculiar to the person who experiences them. Our community helps us interpret 
and codify many of our felt patterns. They become shared cultural modes of experience and help to determine the 
nature of our meaningful, coherent understanding of the world" - Mark Johnson 
 
"The organism cannot properly be compared to a keyboard on which the external stimuli would play and in which 
their proper form would be delineated for the simple reason that the organism contributes to the constitution of that 
form. The properties of the object and the intentions of the subject are not only intermingled; they also constitute a 
new whole"  - Merleau-Ponty 
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